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(advertisement)  An  important  message  all  anti-EVM  Citizens 
Mere 10-12 persons can rig 100,000 EVMs in an 
unnoticeable, undetectable way.  How? 
From : Rahul Chimanbhai Mehta, Convener, Right to Recall Group, 

B Tech, Computer Science, IIT-Delhi; MS, Rutgers Univ, US  

    This advt is not an allegation against ECI or any National Party or EVM 

manufactures. This advt is to show that mere few top guys can rig 

100,000 EVMs to favor a Party, without Collectors or poll officers. How? 

Step-1 : The trick is to use 5 Trojans. Lets call them Trojan1 to 

Trojan5. Say the top persons in EVM factory put Trojan1 in first 20000 

EVMs, Trojan2 in next 20000 and so forth. Trojan-k favors candidate at 

number [(Total_Candidates + k) mod 5 + 1]  eg. If there are say 2, 7, 

12,17,...,62 candidates, then Trojan5 will favor candidate no.3. 

Basically, ‘total number of candidates’ is input to the Trojan in EVM. 

Step-2 : Now say top persons in ECI ensure that 200 EVMs with Trojan1 

goto each Constituency no.1 to no.100. And 200 of Trojan-2 EVMs goto 

Constituency no. 101 to no. 200, so forth. So each constituency has 

200 rigged EVMs with same Trojan. And only EC and PartyX know 

which constituency has which Trojan in 200 EVMs there. 

Step-3 : The candidates of Nationally Recognized Parties can accurately 

guess the candidate number on last day to fill form, say Apr-8. The 

number will be between 1-5 in 99% cases. And last day to withdraw is 

say Apr-13.  Now say candidate number of PartyX is No.2. Say EC had 

sent 200 EVMs in that seat with Trojan3. Then candidate has to ensure 

that there are exactly 3, 8, 13, 18, or ... 63 candidates in that seat, and 

then all 200 rigged EVMs in that seat will favor PartyX. Now how 

can candidate etc ensure that that constituency has 3, 8, 13, ... 63 

candidates? PartyX can put 8 non-serious independents, and then by 

asking 0-8 to withdraw at very last moment, they can ensure that 

nCandidates is exactly 3, 8, 13, or... 63. If PartyX attempts this in 500 

seats, in most seats it will succeed. Only in few cases, may they fail. 

Undetectable : No device can read ‘locked’ ROM. So if EVMs had such 

Trojans to work only once, then there is no way to detect them.  

Full explanation on:  http://rahulmehta.com/evm.htm  

Solution: Only humans are innocent till proven guilty. EVM isnt human. 

It is rigged unless proven unriggable. I have proved that EVMs are 

riggable. IMO, people of India, like people of Germany, Ireland, many US 

states, should stop EVMs. And use paper ballots with camera in booth 

and stamping device with 20-second delay. How can we get EC to agree? 

Method-1: Anti-EVM activists should ask PM to issue a GO that would 

allow a citizen to pay Rs 3 fee at Talati’s office and register his NO on 

any clause of any law. If PM issues such GO, citizens can register NO on 

PRA Section-61A and remove EVMs. Method-2: All anti-EVM activists 

should become candidates. If there are over 64 candidates, EC will have 

to use paper as existing EVM cant handle over 64 candidates. We prefer 

Method-1, but if PM refuses to let us citizens register NO on clauses of 

laws passed, we will have no choice but put 65 candidates everywhere. 
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